
It takes a movement

Introduction.

A moment of potential

A proposal and an invitation to engage and 
make it better

No claim to originality, and shoots of this have 
emerged already around Australia

It takes a movement

What is movement? 3 angles of approach.

Movement as a dynamic: fast growing, 
multiplying. Often how we use it.

Movement as structure: loose, bottom up, 
vision driven not power driven

Movement as goal: the gospel growing faster 
than the population, with increasing spread of 
Shalom

All three! Investigating movement

     1. The unit of movement - the sub-city.

Some facts about Australia.

90% live on 0.22% of land mass

85% live within 50km of the coast

70% live in capital cities

40% live in Sydney and Melbourne

30% = 7.5M Australians born overseas (over 
40% in some cities)

Conclusion: To bring the gospel to Australia, it 
takes City movements

City or sub-city?

Missiologically, cities don’t really function as a 
wholes. Rather, a collection of sub-cities 
(LGA’s, geo-networks etc)

UNSW student newspaper.

Distinct demography / ethnography / spiritual 
profile (loves - fears, hopes, joys, sadnesses - 
idols, worldview etc

Sydney’s Inner West

Movement in 1 sub-city makes no necessary 
difference to the next sub-city. Inner west and 
Cumberland

In other words, from the perspective of 
movement, Australia is a patchwork quilt of 
sub-cities - perhaps 200 in Australia, 100 
urban, 100 regional, requiring 200 gospel 
movements!

     2. The goal of movement - gospel 
saturation leading to city transformation.

Gospel multiplication: The tipping point of 
gospel saturation - 1 healthy church per 1000 
residents. Unavoidable!

Eg. The inner west of Sydney - 260,000 
residents, 130 churches, averaging 75-100 
people

The task - plant 130 new churches, bring to 
health those that are not healthy

City transformation: adorning the gospel

     3. The agents of movement - catalysts
Who is going to take responsibility for 
catalysing movement in each of the sub-cities 
of Australia?

Who it first and foremost is!

Who it can’t be?

Denominations. Inner West again.

Para-church agencies Single slice of life and mission

The crucial question of perspective.

A church; or …

A church planting, multiplying church; or …

The sub-city

Who it can be!

The leaders and people of the churches in 
those sub-cities

A dedicated, respected catalyst, known, fruitful 
and available.

Paid 1 day per week is our experience. Allows 
main focus to continue to be on the ground, as 
well as catalysing others. Enough time, but not 
too much.

So, 200 catalysts + coordinators = $5M pa

With money, it raises the issue of governance 
and structure.

Without money, the effort will be very difficult 
to sustain.

Keller: Organised organism.

     4. The foundation of movement - gospel

The mission imperative of the gospel

Three necessities: Lk 24.44: Then he said to 
them, “These are my words that I spoke to you 
while I was still with you—that everything 
written about me in the law of Moses, the 
prophets, and the psalms must be fulfilled.” 
Then he opened their minds to understand the 
scriptures, and he said to them, “Thus it is 
written, that the Messiah is to suffer and to rise 
from the dead on the third day, and that 
repentance and forgiveness of sins is to be 
proclaimed in his name to all nations, 
beginning from Jerusalem. You are witnesses 
of these things. And see, I am sending upon 
you what my Father promised; so stay here in 
the city until you have been clothed with power 
from on high.”

The movement imperative of the gospel The reality of ‘one holy, catholic and apostolic 
church’. Catholicity of spirit.

Different people need different churches

Obvious - and less obvious - versions of this

More than tolerate, celebrate

My first exposure to Tim Keller - planting an 
Anglican Church!

That’s perhaps beyond us just yet! But a 
snapshot of what happens when your vision is 
more than only your church, but the (sub) city.

One way to think about this - 1 Cor 12 / 14 
applied to churches.

The question of boundaries!

We all have them!

Which is worse? A word from Monty (language warning): 
youtube.com/watch

     5. The pre-requisite for movement - unity

The gospel possibility of unity: only he gospel 
creates the confidence and humility that are 
both necessary for unity

The helpful distinction between unity and 
collaboration (Jamie Freeman)

Unity - minimal. Not thinking / speaking badly 
of others.

Collaboration - joining together in unity to 
achieve a goal.

What does unity consist in?

Not ecumenism

Not ministers fraternal

Prayer, planning, resource gathering, 
championing.

Do you see why it’s important to keep city 
transformation as adornment, rather than 
primary goal? It is easier to get unified action 
on (less threatening).

     6. The scaffolding of movement - 
denominations and agencies

The difference between scaffolding and agents Movement won’t happen without the he 
scaffolding can’t take carriage of movement

Denominations.

Crucial role to play.

Vertical health and continuity

But a danger - just to stay in their lane, as the 
norm.

Para-church agencies.

Crucial role to play

Horizontal spread across denominations

But a danger - their thing is the one thing that 
all churches need, now!

What’s needed - a mind shift! To hold 2 things 
in view at the same time. One’s own thing, and 
the movement.

Final thoughts

A resource from England that explores this 
approach: Together for the city

An ugly question: what’s in it for you?
Of course, the wrong question

But … imagine

Summary.

To reach and renew the sub-cities of Australia …

It takes a a growing wave of movements …

grounded in the imperatives of the gospel …

enabled by a gospel strengthened unity leading to 
collaborative focus.

Facilitated by resourced catalysts …

And backed by denominational and agency scaffolding …

What might happen next?  If this makes 
sense, then …

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WboggjN_G-4
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